This is What You Will Need For The
Christmas Card

Paper
1 Piece of Basic White Cardstock cut to 5 ½” x 8 ½” scored at 4 ¼”
2 Piece of Basic White thick Cardstock cut to 3 ¾” x 5”
2 Piece of Real Red Cardstock cut to 4 ” x 5 1/4”
2 pieces Tidings of Christmas large enough to cut 1 7/8” x 1 7/8” using the smooth
layering squares
1 piece of Basic White large enough to cut 1 5/8” x 1 5/8” using smooth layer squares
3 pieces of Real Red large enough to cut to 2” x 2” using scalloped square
Optional: 1 piece of DSP (Designer Series Paper) measuring 2 3/8” x 6” to decorate the
envelope.
Stamps & Dies
For Unto Us Cling Stamp (outside Merry Christmas sentiment)
Happy Holly Days Cling Stamp (inside sentiment)
Layering Squares
Ink
Real Red Classic Ink Pad
Embellishments
Red Rhinestones Basic Designs
Red or red and white bakers twine to match if you have it
Adhesive
Multipurpose Glue
Glue Dots
Stampin’ Dimensionals
Tools
Stamparatus or Blocks for Stamping
Scissors
Simple Shammy

Bone Folder
Paper Trimmer
Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine
Instructions
1. Cut all the paper from the list above.
2. Stamp the Sentiment on one small piece of Basic White cardstock large enough to
cut to 1 5/8” x 1 5/8” using smooth layering squares.
3. Place smooth square over sentiment and run through die cutting machine.
4. Now take the smooth square large enough to cut 1 7/8” x 1 7/8” over the Tidings of
Christmas Paper and cut 2 running through the die cutting machine.
5. Take the scalloped square that cuts out 2” x 2” and cut 3 out of the Real Red
cardstock.
6. Glue one piece of the Basic White thick Cardstock cut to 3 ¾” x 5” to the Real
Red cardstock measuring to 4 ” x 5 1/4”. Glue this panel to the front card base.
7. Glue your sentiment piece measuring to 1 5/8” x 1 5/8” to one of the Real Red
scalloped squares. Glue each of the Tidings of Christmas squares to the other 2
Real Red scalloped squares.
8. Glue the 2 squares with the Tidings of Christmas paper to the front of the card base
being careful to center in all directions. They will lap just a tiny bit in the center but
this will not be seen.
9. Take the sentiment square and put dimensionals on the back of it and adhere over
the center of the first two squares.
10. Add a bow of bakers twine or some gems to add a little pizzazz to the front.
11. Stamp an inside sentiment on the Basic White thick Cardstock cut to 3 ¾” x 5”.
Glue inside sentiment piece to the last piece of the Real Red cardstock and adhere
to the right inside of the card base.
Optional Decorating of Envelope Flap
Using your tape runner put tape on the top side of the flap of the envelope. Carefully
lay your piece of DSP (Designer Series Paper) measuring 2 3/8” x 6”on the flap starting
at the fold of the flap.
Trim and you are done!

Stampin’ UP does not sell these but they are very helpful in card making
Reverse tweezers with pointed tip
Tombow Mono sand and rubber eraser combo
Adhesive Remover (2”x2” block”

